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RenormaJized Feynman amplitudes are defined by a method of analytic continuation in subsidiary 
parameters. The results are shown to belong to the class of renormalized amplitudes defined by Boguliu
bov, Parasiuk, and Hepp. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

In the perturbation-series expansion of the S 
matrix or the time-ordered vacuum expectation values 
in a Lagrangian field theory, there occur formal 
expressions of the form 

II ~~(Xil - Xl.)' (Ll) 
lEI: 

where L is the collection of lines of a certain Feynman 
graph G( VI' ... , Vn ; 1:), with vertices {Vi}, and Vi, 
and Vrl are the initial and final vertices of the lth line. 
~~ is given in p space by 

Li~(p) = iPI(p)(p2 - m; + iO)-l, (1.2) 

with Plp) a polynomial of degree 'z. In general, 
however, (1.1) is not well defined (even as a distri
bution) because the convolutions in p space diverge. 
In the theory of renormalization, (1.1) is given a 
well-defined meaning by a variety of methods, 
among which that of Heppl is distinguished by its 
mathematical coherence. 

In this paper we apply to (1.1) a method of defining 
divergent quantities which was originated by Riesz2 

and has been used in various contexts by many 
authors.3 To define a formally divergent quantity I, 
these authors introduce a function I(A) , analytic in 
some region Q of the complex plane, and defined by 
an expression which is formally equal to I for A = Ao. 
I is then defined as the analytic continuation of I(A) 
from Q to A = Ao. In some cases I(A) has a pole at 
Ao; an acceptable definition of I may then be obtained 
as the constant term of the Laurent series of I(A) 
about Ao. 

To apply these techniques to (1.1) we find it neces-

* Supported by a National Science Foundation Graduate Fellow
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sary to consider functions of several complex variables 
AI' ... , AL , one associated with each line of the 
Feynman graph. The main difficulty is the extension 
of the above treatment of poles to the more compli
cated singularities which occur in several complex 
variables. Such an extension is given and a re
normalized value of (1.1) is defined. It is shown that 
this definition is one of the class of renormalized 
values of (1.1) defined by Boguliubov, Parasiuk, and 
Hepp.1 

We remark that we are interested only in defining 
(1.1) as a tempered distribution in S'(R411). We 
restrict attention to the case of mt > 0, and without 
loss of generality assume that G(Vl ,'" , Vn ; I:) is 
connected. 

2. ANALYTIC PROPERTIES 

We generalize (1.2) by defining, for any complex 
Az ,

4 

lL(p) = Pz(p)etiUAI(p2 - m~ + iO)-"I, (2.1) 

and use Hepp's regularization to write, for Re Az > 0, 

~i. = lim lim ~i..€.r' 
£-0+ r-O+ 

where 

Liil.€,r(P) = PzCp)r(AI)-l 

(2.2) 

The distributions ~~l and il~l .•. r are entire_ functions 
of Az • Moreover, when E> 0 and, > 0, ilL •. r is in 
is in 0C(R4) (the space of rapidly decreasing distri
butions), and its Fourier transform il~I.E.r is in 0 M(R4) 
(the space of polynomially bounded infinitely differ
entiable functions).5 Thus we may define unam
biguously 

bl1 ••••• h.~.rCVl' ... , Vn ; L) = II ilL •. r(x il - Xf .). 
lEI: 

(2.3) 

• See I. M. Gel'fand and G. E. Shilov, Ref. 3. Chap. 3, Sec. 2.4. 
This is a good basic reference for the properties of distributions 
depending analytically on a parameter. 

5 These spaces are discussed in L. Schwarts, Theorie des distri
butions (Hermann & Cie., Paris, 1966), pp. 243-244. 
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In this section we investigate the analytic properties of 
(2.3) after the limit r -- 0+. For convenience we 
write (AI, .•. , AL) = A. 

We remark that our results in this section would not 
be changed if, in (2.1), we also generalized PI(P) to 
PI(AI ,p). Here PI(AI , p) is a covariant polynomial in P 
of degree rz, whose coefficients are entire functions of 
Al which satisfy Pl(l, p) = Pl(p). Consistent re
normalization of a theory would require in addition 
that PI(A!, p) depend only on the particle associated 
with the lth line. Such a change in P! would result in a 
finite change in the renormalization constants. 

Theorem 1: Let G(Vu ... , Vn ; 1:.) be a connected 
Feynman graph, as above. Define N = L - n + 1 
to be the number of loops of G, and D ={A E teL I 
Re AI> M, 1= 1,' .. ,L}, where M = N(2 + Ifr!). 
For A E D, define 

b A,.(V1 , ••• , Vn ; L) = lim b A.€ • .(V1 , ••• , Vn ; L). (2.4) 
r-+O+ 

Then: (a) The limit (2.4) exists [in S'(R4n») and 
b A • .(V1 ,··· , Vn ; £.) is holomorphic in D. 

(b) bA,.(V1 , ••• , Vn ; L) may be analytically con
tinued to a function meromorphic in CL. Ifwe use the 
same notation for the continued function, then 

b,jV1,' ", Vn ; L) IT r[IU'1 - M)]-1 (2.5) 
A leA 

is holomorphic in CL. Here ITA is taken over all 
subsets A of {I, ... , L}. 

We remark that a more detailed discussion of the 
singularities of b A •• is possible but is not needed in 
this paper. 

Proof: Let Pi be the momentum dual to X j • We may 
evaluate (2.3) in P space by attaching to each vertex 
Vi an external line directed into the diagram and 
carrying momentum Pi' and then applying the inte
gration methods of Chisholm.6 That is, we assign 
paths through the diagram for the external momenta 
and choose loops and loop momenta kl' ... , kN' so 
that the lth line is assign.ed momentum 

N n 

ql = I aliki + Ib!;p;. 
i=l ;=1 

Then (2.3) becomes 

bA .• ,.(V1 , "', Vn ; L) 

(2.6) 

= o(i Pi) Jdk1 ••• dkN IT KL.r(ql)' (2.7) 
1 1=1 

6 J. S. R. Chisholm, Proc. Cambridge Phil. Soc. 48, 300 (1952). 
See, e.g., R. J. Eden, P. V. Landshoff, D. 1. Olive, and J. C. Polking
h.orne, The Analytic S-Matrix (Cambridge University Press, Camb· 
ndge, England, 1966), pp. 31-34. 

If we interchange the k and rJ. integrations and use 
k i = -i(%Si)eik;S;\ 8/=0 in the factors p!(q/) , 
we may write (2.7) as a sum of terms of the form 

(const)o(I P;)A(P)J."" .. • J.OO IT [drJ.lrJ.~l-1r(A!)-I] 
r r 1 

X {Jdk1 '" dkNA'(-iVs)exp i[.~ Oijkik; 
t,3=1 

+ ~(2<Pi + S;)kj + "P + iE trJ. l ]} Is=o. (2.8) 

Here A and A' are monomials of degree ~ p = If r!, 
and 

L 

()it = I IXlalia l ;, (2.9a) 
1=1 

L n 

<Pi = I IrJ.1alibl;p;, (2.9b) 
!=1 ;=1 

L n L 

"P = I I 1X1bljb1kP;Pk - I IXlm~. (2.9c) 
1=1 ;,k=1 1=1 

When all IXI are positive, eii is positive-definite. Thus, 
if we now do the k integrations, the bracket in (2.8) 
becomes, up to a constant factor, 

(det e)-2A'( - iV s) exp i["P _1 . f (2rpj + Si) 
4 •• ,=1 

x (e-1)i12<pi + Si) + iE t ocz} 
Using e-I = eAdfdet e, where eAd is the transpose of 
the matrix of cofactors, performing the S derivatives, 
and setting S = 0, we may finally write 

b A •• ,iV1 , ••• , Vn ; L) 

= i o(I pj)J.oo . . ··foo IT [drJ.trJ.~!-lr(At)-I] 
m=O r r 1 

X Bm(p, rJ.)C(OC)-(m+2) exp i[D(oc, p)fC(rJ.) + iE I rJ. l ), 

(2.10) 

where B", is a polynomial, ceo:.) = det e, and 
D(IX, p) = det X, with 

en ... e1N <PI 

x= (2.11) 

The "ultraviolet divergences" occur in the limit 
r -- 0+ because eeoc) vanishes when certain a l -- O. 
We now investigate this behavior in a region 0 ~ 
0:. /1 ~ ••• ~ o:.I

L
; for simplicity, we consider 

0~r:J.l~a2···~(J..L' (2.12) 
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Within this region we introduce new variables 
11,"',IL , defined by ocl=ILIL-l"'II' so that 
(2.I2) becomes 

o ~ IL ~ 00, 

O~tl~1 if [=I,···,L-1. (2.13) 

Let Gl be the graph consisting of lines 1 through I with 
their vertices, and let Nl be the number of loops of Gl • 

Lemma 1: For oc in (2.12), 
L 

C(oc) = IT tfIE(tl , ... , tL-1)' (2. 14a) 
1 

L 

D(oc, p) = tL IT tf"'P(tl,"', tL_1 , p), (2.14b) 
1 

where E and F polynomials, and E does not vanish in 
(2.13). 

Proof' Since Nl = 0, N L = N, and (NIH - N I) is 
always 0 or 1, there exist integers 1 < 11 < ... < 
IN ~ L such that N I, = NU,-I) + 1. Thus we may 
choose loop variables so that the ith loop is contained 
in G1i , that is, so that ali = 0 unless I ~ Ii [see (2.6)]. 
From (2.9) and (2.11) we see that the ith row and 
column (l ~ i ~ N) of 0 and X contain a factor 
I L ' .. II;' and the (N + l)th row and column of D 
contain a factor t L' We remove these factors from the 
rows to produce new matrices 0' and X'; this gives 
(2.14) with E = det 0', F = det X'. 

To show that E does not vanish, we consider 
instead of 0' the matrix 0", obtained from 0 by re
moving a factor (tL" . II;)! from the ith row and 
column of O. 0" is symmetric, and E = det 0". 
Suppose E(t) = 0 at some point t = 7' in (2.13). 
Then there exist numbers °1 ,'" , ON such that 
! 0iO;;(-r)Oj = 0, or 

L [N !J2 ! ! 0iali IT 7'1' = O. 
1=1 i=I ISI'<I, 

(2.15) 

Each term in the sum over I must vanish. Let 1= 
max {i I 0i =F O} and consider the term with I = II' 
0. = 0 for i > I, while a'Ii = 0 for i < I. Thus we 
must have 0rOIII = 0. But 0I =F 0, and the Ith loop 
must go through the 11th line, so alII =F O. This con
tradiction proves the lemma. 

Now consider an integrand of (2.10) in the region 
(2.12) and change variables to t1 ,"', IL . The 
Jacobian of this change is IIft:-t, so that (2.10) 
becomes a sum of terms of the form 

b(! Pi) LX) dlL fdtL-1 .. ·fdtl 

L 
X IT [r(AI)-It~I',-(m+2)NI-I)]B;"(p, t)E(t)-(m+2) 

1 

X exp ilL [FIE + i€(1 + tL-l + ... )], (2.16) 

where PI = !:'=1AI" and B'". is a polynomial. The 
lower limits of the tL-I, ... , II integrations in (2.16) 
are complicated functions whose only relevant 
property is that they approach 0 when r -- 0+. For 
A E a, Re PI> (m + 2)N, so the integrand of (2.16) 
is absolutely integrable in all of the region (2.13). 
This justifies the limit r -- 0+ in a; the analyticity is 
clear. Thus b>",(Vl> ... , Vn ; C) for A En is a sum 
of terms of the form (2.16) with 0 as the lower limit 
on all integrals, and, in general, with PI = !t'e4. AI' 
for some A c {l, ... ,L}. 

We now prove part (b) of the theorem. Given a 
positive integer M', we may construct a continuation 
of (2.16) into the region 

aM' = {A EeL I Re AI> XM " 1= 1,"', L}, 

where 

{
M-M' 

Xi"'!' = ' 
(M - M')/ L, if M - M' < 0, 

if M - M' ~ 0, 

as follows. We do M' integrations by parts with respect 
to each of t1 ,"', tL-1> integrating the factor 
tf lll-(m+2)NI-I] (or the higher powers of t arising from 
this) and differentiating the rest. This is permissible 
for A EO; in each partial integration the integrated 
terms vanish as the lower limit. Finally, the tL inte
gration may be done explicitly with the use of the 
formula 

(2.17) 

valid for Re P > 0, 1m K > 0. Thus b>,,.{Vl' "', Vn ; \:) 

may be written as a sum of terms of the form 

il il L' R(A) ... IT {dt;t;[PI-(m+2)N,+M'-I]}G(t', p, €)E(t')i 
o 0 1=1 

x [PIE + i€(1 + tL - 1 + ... )](J-l::f.t/). (2.18) 

Here {t~,··· ,If) is a subset of {II"'" tL-I} (the 
rest having been set equal to 1 during some partial 
integration), G is a polynomial, i and j are integers, 
and H(A) contains factors from (2.17) as well as 
factors (PI - k)-l arising from the partial integrations. 
Since [Re PI - (m + 2)NI + M'] > 0 for A E 0 111" 

(2.18) provides a continuation Ofb>.,.(V1 ,··· , Vn ; \:) 

to the region 0 111 ,; moreover, 

H(A) II r[! (AI - M)]-l 
AC:{I'" L) leA 

is an entire function of A. Since OM' increases to <CL 

as M' approaches infinity, part (b) of the theorem is 
proved. 
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3. RENORMALIZATION 

It would now be natural to define (LI) as 

lim bl .... I.E(Vl' ... , V,.; q; 
E~O 

however, Theorem I implies that b}'.E may have a 
complicated singularity at A = (1, ... , I). In one 
complex variable we could discard the singular part by 
using the constant term of the Laurent series. In this 
section we generalize this procedure to several 
variables. 

Definition: Let U c CL (L ~ 1) be an open 
neighborhood of (l,'" ,I). Let A L ( U) = {fiA) I 

1(").) TIAC{I.,,·,l,j[!/EA(A·! - 1)]'" is analytic in U for 
some integer m ~ O}, and let AL = UA/JU), the 
union taken over all neighborhoods U. Then a family 
of maps:F = {:F/JL=l' .'FL:AI, -- C, is a generalized 
ellalLiator [at (I,' .. , 1)] if the following conditions 
are satisfied for each L: 

(I) .'F I, is linear; 
(2) if fE .ilL is analytic at (I,"', I), then 

3'lf=f(I,"', 1); 
(3) ifj~l EAdU), for 

n = 0, I, ... ,g,,(A) = f.,(A) II.. [!tE.l (At - I)]m, 

is analytic in U, and g,. -- go uniformly on U, then 

.'F IJ;, -- .'F IJ~; 
(4) if II is a permutation of {I,"', L}, fEAL' 

and fa E A [, is defined by 

fa(Al' .•. , A1J = f(J..a(I) , ... , Aa(l.)' 

then :F1J" = .'F1J; 
(5) iff E AL depends only on AI" .. , AI/' where 

L' < L, then .'F /J = .'F If; 
(6) iffl ,j~ Ej~L' andj~ depends only on AI"" , A1/, 

j~ only on A 1/+1 , .•• ,AI" then ·'FI,(Jd~) =(·'FLj~) 
X (.'F lJ;). 

If f E AI,' we use Conditions (4) and (5) to write 
without ambiguity Tof = To d' = :F JJfor any L' ~ L. 
Conditions (1)-(5) are rather natural; the utility of 
(6) will be shown in Sec. 5. It is this condition which 
would be violated by setting Al = ... = AI, = A and 
defining Tof as the constant term of the Laurent series 
of f(A, A, •.. , A) at A = 1. 

Example: SupposefE AI.(U), and let U contain the 
poly disc IAt - II < R. Choose 0 < RI < ... < 
R I , < R, in such a way that Ri > !;=~ R j , and let 
C i be the contour Iz - II = Ri oriented counterclock
wise. Define 

:Fli= - !-- dA .. , I 1 J' 
. L! a (27Ti)/, Call) I 

I 
/, 

X dALi(A)II(AI-I)-t, (3.1) 
(JaIL) 1 

where !" runs over all permutations II of {I, ...• L}. 
One easily checks that :F is well defined, independent 
of the choice of {RJ, and satisfies (1)-(6). 

We want to be able to apply a generalized evaluator 
to meromorphic distributions. Consider sllch a 
distribution: 

SeA) = S'(A)"cP"L)Lt,(A, - l)r"', 
where S'(A) is an analytic function of (AI' ...• A[) in 
some neighborhood U of (I, ... , 1), taking values in 
S'(Rn). Then the formula (.'F "S)(-y) = .'F I.(S('P») defines 
a linear functional.'F I.S on S(R"). Now S': U -- S'(R") 
is continuous [when S'(Rn) is given the usual weak 
topology], so that if K - U is compact, S'(K) is 
(weakly) compact in 8'(R"), and hence is strongly 
bounded.' That is, there is a constant C/\ and a norm 
II II on S(R") (one of the norms defining the topology) 
such that IS'(A)('P)I ~ C1{ II'PII for any A E K and 
any 'P E S(R"). So for any sequence {'Pi} of elements of 
8(Rtl), converging to· an element 'Po, the sequence 
{S'(A)('Pi)} converges uniformly for A E Kto S'(A)('Po). 
Then property (3) of .'F implies that .'FS as defined 
above is continuous. 

Definition: The renormalized value of (1.1) is 
defined to be 

b(Vl' ... , V,,; q = lim Tob)..<(Vl' ... , V,.; q. (3.2) 
£-+0+ 

The existence of the € -+ 0+ limit follows from the 
theorem we prove in Sec. 5: the agreement of this 
definition with that of Boguliubov, Parasiuk, and 
Hepp. ft may also be proved directly that: 

(a) limE->o t;)..E = t;). exists and is a meromorphic 
function of A with the same singularities as b . ). E' 

(b) b = .'Fb).. ' 
We remark that a change in the generalized evalu

ator used in (3.2) is reflected in a finite change in the 
renormalization constants. 

4. BOGULIUBOV-PARASIUK-HEPP 
RENORMALIZA TION 

We now review the renormalization methods of 
Boguliubov, Parasiuk, and Hepp,1 and extend their 
results slightly. We follow the notation of Hepp. 

Definition: A graph G(V1 , ••• , V,,; I.:) is one-particle 
irreducible (OPf) if, for any IE rand 1.:' = I.: - {I}, 
G( VI' ... , V,,; C') is connected. Otherwise G is one
particle reducible (OPR). A generalized vertex of G is a 
nonempty subset U = {V~ ... V:,.} of {VI'" Vn }. 

, I. M. Gel'fand and G. E. Schilow, Verallgemeinerte Funktionen 
/I (YEB Deutscher Verlad der Wissenschaften Berlin 1962) 
Chap. I. Sec. 5. ' • , 
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If UI ,···, U m are pairwise-disjoint generalized 
vertices, with U:I Ui = {V{, ... , V;}, the graph 
G( UI , ••• , Urn; C) is obtained from G( V{, ... , V;; L) 
by collapsing each generalized vertex Vi' and any 
lines which join two vertices in Vi' to a single point. 
The superficial divergence of V = {V;, ... , V;n} is 
defined by 

v(V;,"', V;") = L (rz + 2) - 4(m - 1), (4.1) 
COHn 

where Lcollll runs over all lines ofC connecting different 
vertices of {V{"'" V;"}. We do not distinguish 
between the vertex Vi and the generalized vertex {Vi}' 

Definition: Afinite renormalization is a map assign
ing to each generalized vertex V = {V{, ... , V~,} a 

distribution i.( V{, ... , V;,,; [) [also written i.( V; L)] 
in ~' (R4111) such that 

i.(V~, ... , V;,,; L) 

= 0, for IPR G(V{, ... , V:,,; L), (4.2) 

{

I, for m = I, 

t5 (~ p;) Pip{, ... , p;,,), otherwise. 

Here P, is a covariant polynomial of degree ~ 
v( V{ ... V:,.), whose coefficients approach finite 
limits as E --+ 0, and which depends only on the struc
ture of the graph G( V{ , ... , V;,,; L). 

Definition: Given a finite renormalization f" 
VI, ... , Vr pairwise-disjoint generalized vertices, 
define recursively for {V;, ... , V;,,} c {VI" .. , Vr }: 

XA",rCV{,··· V;";[) 

{
X'(V~; L), if m = I, 

= 0, for OPRG(V;,···,V:,,;[), 

-.A{,:ilA,(,r(V~"", V;,,; [), otherwise, 

:HA.'.rCV~,···, V:,,;[) 

(4.3a) 

(4.3b) 

(4.3c) 

(4.4) 

= :i{A,c,r( V{, ... , V;,,; L) + .tA",,·( V;, ... , V:,,; L). 

(4.5) 

Here L~' in (4.4) runs over all partitions of 
{U{, ... , U;,J into k(P) 2 2 disjoint subsets 

{U:;"'" Uj;(j)} 
and 11.'0I11I runs over those IE [ which connect 
different subsets of the partition. When 

G(V;,"', V:,,; I.:) 

is OPI, and 
m 

U V; = {V{, ... , V;}, 

then :i{ has in p space the form o(Li~l p;)F(p~, ... , p~), 
and .A{, is the operation of truncating the Taylor series 
of F about the origin at order v( V{, ... , V;) [.A{, = 0 
ifv(V{,···, V:) < 0]. 

In the case where each Vi is a single vertex v.i , we 
also define 

X~",,<V~,···, V;,,; L) 

{

I, if m = I, 

= 0, fo~ OPR G(V~, ... , V;,,; L), 

-.A{,:K~, • .r<V~, ... , V:n ; L) 

+X,(V;,···, V;,,;L), otherwise, 

:it~",.( V;, ... , V;,.; L) 
Id/') 

- ", IT~' (VI' ... V U'). [) IT ~z - £. XA,c,r jl' 'jrU)' Al,(,T' 
LJ j=1 ('Olill 

:R~,c,.( V~, ... , V;,.; C) 

(4.3a') 

(4.3b') 

( 4.3c') 

(4.4') 

= :j{~",r(V~' ... , V:,,; [) + X~,c,r(V~' ... , V:,,; L), 

(4.5') 

with 2~" IT,.tllIlI' and .A{, as above. The following 
lemma may be proved by straightforward manipula
tion of these definitions. 

Lemma 2: With the above definitions, we have 

:~~,c".(V~,· .. , V:,,; I.:) = 2 :/{A",r(Ui', ... , V{':U'); [), 
l' 

X~,c,r(V~' ... , V;,,; L) = L XA,c,r( vi', ... , V~':U'); [), 
l' 

and hence 

.," (V' V' . ") - "'j' (vI'.. VI' . ") • \'A,l,r 1"'" tiP 1.- - k' l'A.l,r 1, " m(J)) , l- , 

I' 

where 21' runs over all partitions of {V{, ... , V;,J 
into m(P) generalized vertices {U J'}. 

Now Boguliubov, Parasiuk, and Hepp define the 
renormalized value of (1.1) to be 

lim lim :H~, ... ,I,{,r(Vl, ... , VII; [); (4.6) 
(-+01- r-tOt-

that is, they define a class of values of (1.1) which 
depend on the finite renormalization used. The main 
result of Hepp is the existence of the r ->- 0+ limit in 
(4.6); it may be generalized as follows. 

Theorem 2: Let 

ii' = {A E cL/~ I ReA.z)l - 1/2L, I = I,"', L}. 

Then 

:H~.«VI'···' VII; L) = lim:H~",r(VI"'" VII; [) (4.7) 
r--+O-/-

exists in W(R4t1) and is analytic for A E 11'. 
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Proof: Hepp actually proves the existence of 

Jim :R1 •••.• 1,£ •• (Vt , ••• , Vn ; £), 
,-0+ 

that is, the existence of (4.7) for A = (l, ... , I) when 
:R' is defined using zero finite renormalization. How
ever, it is a trivial modification of his proof to show 
the existence and analyticity in [!' of 

lim 3h.<.,( UI , ••• , U.; C), 
'-0+ 

for any pairwise-disjoint generalized vertices 
Ul , ••. , Ur • The theorem then follows from Lemma 
2. 

5. EQUIVALENCE OF THE 
DEFINITIONS 

rn this section we show that our definition (3.2) 
of the renormalized amplitude agrees with the Bogu
liubov definition (4.6), calculated using a certain 
finite renormalization, 

Definition: We write 

J[,(A) = IT r[! (A~ - M)] 
Ae{l .... Ll lEA 

[recall M = N(2 + * r t ) 1 
Let $(L, m) be the set of mappings cP: ([:L ---+ S' (R4m) 
with the form 

cp(A)(PI' ... , Pm) = !5 (il Pi) J L(A)f("A, PI' ... , Pm), 

where 
(5.1) 

(a) JEC OO (R2LHffl); 
(b) J is analytic in A for fixed p; 
(c) if D is a monomial in the p derivatives and 

K c ([:L a compact set, there are positive constants 
C1 and C2 such that 

I Df(A, PI, .. , , Pm)1 S CI(l + IIplI2)ca 

uniformly for A E K. 
For any integer v, define .A(,v: $(L, m) ---+ $(L, m) 

by 

[.A(,v( cp) ]("A)(Pl' . . . , Pm) 

= !5( ~ Pi) J L(A)F.("A, PI' ... , Pm), 

where cP is given by (5.1) and Fv is the Taylor series of 
J in p about the origin up to order v (.A(,v = 0 if 
v < 0). 

Lemma 3; Let:F be a generalized evaluator. Then 
:F: $(L, m) ---+ $(L, m), and :F commutes with .At, 
on $(L, m). v 

Proof; :F is defined on an element cP E $(L, m) by 
(:F cp)("P) = :F[cp("P)], for any "P E S(R4ffl). We claim 
that, if cp has the form (5.1), 

:Fcp(p) = 6(~ p;):F(J(A)f("A, p)]. (5.2) 

Note first that the difference quotient defining a p 
derivative of J converges uniformly in A (on compact 
sets), so that property (3) of:F implies that 

:F[J("A)f("A,p)] E C OO (R4m). 

Moreover, for "A E K,f("A,p) X (l + IIpIl2)-<C2+I) ---+ 0 
as IIpll---+ 00, so that (3) implies :F[J(A)f("A,p)] E 

o ill (R4m), that is, (5.2) is indeed in $(L, m) (as a 
constant function of A). Now 

cp(A)( "P) = lPi~O "P(p)J(A)f(A, p) tip, 

and this integral may be approximated uniformly in 
compact subsets of ([:L by Riemann sums. The 
linearity and continuity of :F then imply (5.2). The 
fact that .M.,v and :F commute follows again from 
the uniformity of the limit defining a p derivative. 

The results of Sec. 2 imply that 

b).,.(V{, ... , V:,,; L)'E $(L, m) 

for any {V~, ... , V:n }. Thus we may define 

X.(V~, ... , V;"; C) 

{

t, for m = 1, 

= : for ~PR G(V~: : ~ . , V;,,; 1.:), (5.3) 

,J .A(, b)..,( V 1> ••• , V m' 1.:), otherwise. 

Lemma 4:i,(V~,···, V:,,; L) as given by (5.3) is a 
finite renormalization. 

Proof: X, clearly has the correct form (4.2); property 

(4) guarantees that i, depends only on the structure of 
the graph G(V{,··· , V~,; 1.:). The existence of the 
€ ---+ 0+ limit follows from the explicit form of b).,< 
given in (2.1 8). 

Now we may define .I~.<,r( V~, •.. , V:,,; 1.:), 

and :K~",r(V{'" . , V:,,; I.:) by formulas (4.3')-(4.5'), 
using (5.3) as finite renormalization. We have already 
discussed the behavior of lim,-.o+ :H~",I" 
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Lemma 5: Let n be as in Theorem 1. Then 

X~"<V{"'" V;"; I:) =limX~",.(V~"", V;"; 1:), 
r .... O+ 

:R~,.(V;, ... , V;"; I:) = lim !R~'l,.(V;, ... , V;,.; q 
r .... O+ 

exist for A E n and may be analytically continued to 
([;L; they are in $(L, m). 

Proof' Similar to Theorem 1. We note in particular 
that x;.,.(V{, ... , V~; C) has the form 

(5.4) 

where (i) is a multi-index, 

m 4 
p'(i) = II IIp'?:. 

i=1 p=O 

andf(i)(A, f) E·-iL . 

Theorem 3: Let :R~,.,,(VI' ... , Vn ; I:) be defined 
using (5.3) as finite renormalization. Then 

.'F13,..lVI , •. " Vn ; C) = lim :R;,. ",I,.,r(J-i, ... , Vn ; 1:). 
r .... !l-'- (5.5) 

We remark that Hepp has shown that the f -+- 0 
limit of the right-hand side of (5.5) exists. This justi
fies our definition (3.2) of 13( VI' ... , Vn ; 1:), and the 
f -+- 0 limit of (5.5) is just the equality of the two 
definitions of the renormalized amplitudes. 

Proof' We first show that, for m' > I, 

.1"X~,.(V~, ... , V;,..; I:) = O. (5.6) 

The statement is, of course, true (vacuously) for 
m' = 1; we assume it for all 1 .:::;; m' < m, and consider 
an OPI graph G( V{ , ... , V,;.; 1:). 

From (4.3C'), 

X~".lV~, ... , V;"; I:) 
f kiP) ) 

= - I~' II X~,.,r(vft, ... , Vr,(j); q II Ll1
f t P j=l conn 

+ X.(V~,···, V;"; C). (5.7) 

Consider a term from ~p in (5.7) in which r(j) > 1 
for some j, say j = 1 (note k(P) ~ 2, so we must have 
r(j) < m). From (5.4) this has the form in p space 

Wp(A, E, r) = Lfw(A, f, r){(6(L p)pw) * V}, (5.8) 
(i) 

where V is the Fourier transform of 

kiP) 

IT X~",lV~, ... ) II ~l. 
j=Z conn 

For A E n, we can let r -+- 0+ in (5.8). The bracketed 

term converges to an element in $(L, m), and 
iw(A,f,r) converges to i W (A,f)E.-1:L • Actually, 
however,fw(A, f) depends only on those A. z such that 
lth line joins two vertices of {Vt;., ... , Vi.(l)}, while 
the bracket in (5.8) depends on those A. z such that the 
lth line has at least one end point outside this set. 
Thus property (6) of .'F implies 

:F[ lim Wp ] = ~ [.'Ff(;)(A, f)J[.'F lim { }J. 
r-O+ Ci) r-O 

But by the induction assumption 

:FX~,.(Vt;., ... , vi.w; I:) = 0, 

so that :FJ;,i)(A, f) = 0 and hence 

:F[Iim Wp(A, f, r)] = O. 
r-O+ 

Now, using Lemma 3, 

:FX~"(VI' ... , Vm ; I:) 

(5.9) 

= -.A(,:F(~'[lim WpJ) + X'(VI"", Vm;l:), 
P r .... O+ 

(5.10) 

since property (2) of:F implies :F2 = :F. But by (5.9), 
all terms of ~p in (5.10) vanish except for that 
partition in which r(j) = 1 for all j. However, this 

term is exactly cancelled by i,( VI' ... , V m; 1:); this 
proves (5.6). 

Equation (4.5'), defining :R', may be written 

:R~, • ..cVI' ... , Vn ; C) 
kiP) 

= II ~L.l,r + ~" II X~.',r(Vft, ... , Vr,W; C) II Lll, 
C P j=1 conn 

(5.11) 

where ~~ is over all partitions of {VI' ... , Vn } with 
I .:::;; k(P) < n. For A E n, we let r -+- 0+ in (5. I 1) 
and then apply .'F to both sides. Equation (5.6) and 
another use of property (6) show that .'F annihilates 
the second term on the right-hand side. But the first 
term on this side is just 13)".( VI' ... , V n; q, so that 
(S.Il) becomes 

.'F:R~,.( Vl , ••• , Vn ; C) = .'F13A,.( VI' ... , Vn ; 1:). 

Theorem 2 and property (2) of:Y show that 

this completes the proof of the theorem. 
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